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C H A P T E R

I

INTRODUCTION
For the third time the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture applied through
the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Cairo, for technical assistance
especially with growing and processing fibre flax (Ketan). The Department
for International Technical Assistance of the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs entrusted us, Johan Coenraad Friederich, retired
consultant for fibre crops and Renée Petrus Wijnacker of the Institute
for Research on Storage and Processing of Agricultural Products of the
Ministry of Agriculture in the Netherlands with this survey.
The service represented a follow up to the first visit to Egypt in AprilMay 1967 and the second visit in October 1973. However this third study
tour was particularly emphasized on the processing of flax straw and
therefore several flax factories were visited. Thanks to the efficient
collaboration of Dr. Momtaz, Head of the Fibre Crops Research Section of
the Field Crops Research Institute and Mr. Anwar Allam, Chairman of the
Tanta Flaxseed and Oil Co. the processing in several factories could be
studied in detail. Though several improvements could be suggested our
stay was too short to obtain tangible results.
Therefore a follow-up of the survey is strongly recommended. Finally we
took the opportunity during our visit to discuss with the experts
concerned the possibilities of growing sugar beet and sisal, and of
introducing a new rice-threshing machine.
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS
21 October 197*+

Arrival at Cairo Airport.
Visit with Dr A. Momtaz to Fibre Crops Research
Station Giza.

22 October 197*+

Meeting with Dr S. Dessouky, deputy Director Field
Crops Research Institute and Mr A. Salem, Director
Fibre Crops and Research Institute.
Visit to the Netherlands Embassy Drs A. Huitzing.

23 October 197*+

Meeting with Prof Amin El Nswawy, secretary Society
of Applied Microbiology and Prof Dr Reda, Head of
Physiology and Biochemistry Research Unit.

2k October 197*+

Meeting at the Netherlands Embassy with Mr F. van
Oven, Ambassador, and Mr van Campen and Mr Ir A.
Sonneveld, agricultural attache.

25 October 197*+

Meeting with Mr Mounir Ellelby of the Foreign
Affairs Department.

26 October 197*+

Visit to Kahira Co for oil and soaps, director
Mr Ta.luut and Mr Samiel Wassely.
Visit to Ki.ra flax factory, director Mr Dawood, ...
Mr Hamdy section retting and scutching.

27 October 197*+

Visit Kenaf trials Giza, arrival Mr Wijnacker
Cairo Airport, meeting with Mr Anwar Allam and
Dr Momtaz.

28/29 October 197^

Visit Tanta flax factory and Sakha Research Station.

30 October 197*+

Visit Fibre Crops Research Station Gizah.

31 October 197*+

Visit to Netherlands Embassy to meet the Ambassador
and Mr van Campen and Drs Huitzing.
Meeting with Mr Anwar Allam.

1 November 197*+

Fibre Crops Research Station.

2/3/*+/5 November
197*+

Visit Mr Wijnacker Tanta flax factory, gen.director
Mr. Anwar Allam, Mr Shawky, Hasny, Hassan and Mrs
Seeham, staffmembers.
Visit Mr Friéderich Nobaria Research Station, director
Mr. Azmy Iskander and Mechanical Farm, director Isam
Khalil. North Tahrir province.
;Visit Orient Linen and cotton Co Alexandria, directors
Mr Elsaed Hassanein and Mr Sibau Badr.

6/7 November 197*+

Visit flax factory Kirateen.

8 November 197*+

Preparing reports flax factory Tanta and Kirateen.

9 November 197*+

Visit to El Wadi Export Co. Directors Mr Said
Ibrahim, Hussein, Omar Shawawa.
Lecture about ''Retting and processing of flax
nowadays in Western Europe."

10 November 197*+

Free day

11 November 197*+

Departure fir Wijnacker.
Visit to Canal Rope Co., pres.dir. Moh.B.Fakhry
managers Mr Mosaad El Agroudy, Falhallah M. Abdullah
and Mrs Rawaya Tewfik.

12 November 197*+

Meeting with the Ambassador, and Mr van Campen and
Drs Huitzing of the Netherlands Embassy.

13 November 197*+

Meeting with Mr Salama, Ibrahim Salaman, director
Dept. of Industrial Crops and Dr Desouki.

1H N ovemb er 197 *+

Visit to Sakha Experimental Research Station
Director Dr Ilham Talaat and Mr Mohamed Abdel Kader
Director of Mehalet Mensa Farm.

15 November 197*+

Visit to flax factory Dakahlia near Mansoerah of the
El Wadi Export Co.

16 November 197*+

Final discussions at Fibre Research Section Giza
with Mr A. Salem Director Fibre Crops and Research
Institute

17 November 197*+

Departure Mr Friederiph
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C H A P T E R

I I

SUMMARY
1. The conditions in Egypt are very favourable for the production of a
good quality of flax fibre (long fibre, tow and broken flax as well)
at a cheap price. However :
2 a. The growing of flax fibre is still rather behind the times compared
with the modern growing methods in Western Europe.
2 b. There is a great difference between the method of growing flax on
small plots in the Nile Delta and in the' extensive areas in the
North Tahrir province.
2 c. The processing (retting and scutching) of the flax straw is rather
primitive, laborious and not efficient enough, so that quantity
and quality of the fibre produced in the factories is reduced.
3. Flax sowing seed of higher yielding, rust resistant fibre flax varieties
have to be developed and produced. The quality of the sowing seed has to
be imprdved especially to eliminate the notorious seeds of weeds.
b. A study of the developments of the prices of the several kinds of
flax fibre on the world market would be useful to be informed in time
what kind of fibre has to be produced.
5. Applied research in the agricultural section is to be preferred to
fundamental research for supplying the agricultural extension service
with useful and practical information for the farmers.
6. The use of the fertile clayey soils along the Riber Nile for the brick
factories results in loss in yield for the farmer.
7. The development of growing sisal in Egypt could be promoted by a
Netherlands managing company with a lot of experience in growing sisal.
8. As the trials with new beet-sugar selections from a Netherlands breeding
station have given remarkable results at the Research Station Nobaria
in the Northern Tahrir province, it would be desirable to grow sugar beet
on a large scale and construct a sugar beet factory.
9* For the threshing of rice (paddy) a new small transportable disk threshing
machine (Votex Rakete) has been developed in the Netherlands.
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10. To promote the exports of all kinds of products from Egypt, a Centre
for the Promotion of Imports from Developing Countries has been
established in Rotterdam.
11. The world market for flax fibres showed a slight recession at the
end of 197^.
12. As the traditional warm water-retting method is a dirty and unactractive
occupation for labourers and the free disposal of the polluted retting
water is no longer allowed in several countries, it would be highly
advisable to consider changing to the new flax processing methods which
have recently been developed.

CONCLUSION OF THE THIRD STUDY
1.

The methods of growing and processing fibre flax in Egypt are still
rather behind the times. It would be advisable to study these methods
as applied in Western Europe and to introduce the modern flax growing
and processing machines.

2.

As the commonly grown Egyptian flax variety Giza-^ is not a pure fibre
flax variety, we strongly recommend that the higher yielding and rust
resistant Dutch fibre flax variet:as Hera or Natasja are introduced.

3.

Enlargement of the area under fibre flax will only be possible :
a. in the Nile-Delta if financial returns for the farmer compare
favourably with that from cereals and other crops.
b. in the Tahreer-province if the growing and harvesting can be
completely mechanized and the soil is not salty.
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C H A P T E R

IIa.

COMMENTS ON THE GROWING OF FIBRE-FLAX IN EGYPT
Although the average quality and. fertility of the soil is favourable and.
suitable for growing flax, the preparation of the seedbed leaves much to
be desired. To prevent lumps and to get a seedbed with a fine structure
and as level as possible it is necessary, to plough to, at least, 10 cm
in depth and harrow afterwards in two directions. Finally rolling with
a light horse or Cambridge roller to work up a fine tilth is recommended.
These measures guarantee an even germination and growth of the seedlings
so that the quality of the straw is uniform.
As the seed is normally broadcasted in Egypt and the 1000 kernel weight
is more than 7, the seeding rate has to be fixed at about 160 kg/ha or
60-75 kg per feddan. An average density of 1800-2000 plants per sq.meter
gives the best results. However if possible drill sowing with k to a
maximum of 10 cm between the rows at a depth of 2-3 cm is to be preferred.
Then the seeding rate has to be reduced to about 130-1^0 kg/ha.
Too high a density increases lodging and diseases, a low density causes
coarseness and branching of the stems.
The, flax straw delivered to the factories by the farmers differs greatly
in thickness and length of stems and from time to time is infected by
black spots of rust-attack. On average the straw is of a poor quality
and harvested too late.
A crop of a good and uniform quality depends on :
1. a fine structure of the seedbed
2. a good and uniform distribution of the sowing seed
3. effective weed control
a moderate dosage of nitrogen to prevent lodging
5. pulled or harvested in time (when the straw is green yellow)
All these facts have to be considered carefully as the flax straw
delwered by the farmer is normally a mix-up of all kinds of qualities and
too many weeds.
As the crop is still deseeded by hand, the farmer could carry out the
first classification of the straw to facilate the work at the factory.
If the farmer was paid according to the quality of the straw, he would be
willing to do so.
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There is a big difference between the growing methods on the small plots
in the Nile Delta and in the bigger areas in the Northern-Tahreer province,
where mechanization is more easily introduced.
However for the small plots it would also be advisable to study the possi
bilities of introducing pulling machines and deseeding equipment or
machines such as described in previous reports.
A very important factor is the choice of the variety and though the Giza-U
variety gives a rather good yield, there are better varieties available.
It cannot be emphasized enough, that the new Netherlands varieties Hera and
most presumably Natasja will give better yields of fibre and of seed.
Moreover they are resistant to rust-disease and bred from pure fibre flax
strains.
According to the variety-trials, that have been done for several years in
Belgium, France and the Netherlands these varieties are the most resistant
to lodging, have the highest fibre-content and give the highest yield of
fibre and seed. Introducing these varieties on a larger scale in Egypt
as soon as possible should be very profitable as can be quoted from
Table 1.
TABLE 1. Results of the fibre flax variety trials in the Netherlands
for the last five years
Hera

Reina

Natasja

Nijnke

not deseeded straw

99

100

10h

102

deseeded straw

98

100

103

102

seed

110

96

109

97

fibre

103

100

O
CO

Yield of :

99

long fibre content

103

100

101+

97

A new french variety Taiga, with blue flowers has also given satisfactory
results in first year trials, but is still being studied. Moreover there
are several new Dutch selections being studied that look promising for
the future.
A very important fact is also the control of weeds. A range of herbicides,
pre-emergence and contact herbicides are at present available on the
market. These give fairly good results as has been mentioned in previous
reports. Several kinds of weeds hamper the scutching of the retted flax
straw and decrease the quality of the fibre.
The flax crop is mostly harvested too late, which is unfavourable for
the quality of the fibre because of too much lignification.

For the mechanical binding in sheaves and for the transport to the barns
and factories, research institutes and private flax growers and flax
processors in Western-Europe have successfully developed several new
techniques in recent years. As the number of labourers is decreasing
especially the transport of the flax straw from the fields to the factories
has become a problem. International collaboration will benefit all flaxgrowing countries. In the Netherlands (see last report page 1U) the Borga,
Buysse, Herwegh and Howard press and the Rota-baler are being studied
-and sometimes a labour saving of 65 % has been obtained. It will be use
ful to follow closely the results of this research in Belgium, France and
the Netherlands.
Finally the flax straw is still deseeded by hand, a primitive way, which
damages the quality of the straw and the seed and causes unnecessary loss
of seed and fibre.
Several aspects of the growing of flax can be improved. However, progress
mainly depends on a good and intensive instruction of the farmer.

C H A P T E R

lib.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SMALL PLOTS SOWN FOR FLAX IN THE NILE DELTA
AND THE BIGGER AREAS IN THE NORTHERN-TAHREER PROVINCE
From experience in Western-Europe it is clear, that areas bigger than two
hectares give a lower cost price per kg. flax straw than smaller plots.
As already mentioned generally speaking the system of growing flax on
small plots in the Nile Delta is quite different from the system for
bigger areas like for instance in the Northern-Tahreer province.
For the bigger areas drill sowing, weed control by spraying machines,
fertilizing machines, pulling machines, deseeding machines and transport
machines, as usual in Western-Europe, have to be taken into consideration.
Moreover lack of skilled labourers has forced mechanization of the harvest
in Western-Europe as already explained in previous reports. The develop
ment of this mechanization is still in progress and it would be advisable
to know the results of these research experiments in Western-Europe.

C H A P T E R

Ile.

COMMENTS Oïï THE PROCESSING (RETTING AND SCUTCHING) OF THE FLAX STRAW
Thanks to the presence of Mr. Wij nacker more attention could he paid to
the processing of flax straw.
First the grading of the flax straw, delivered "by the farmer, has to "be
improved at the factory. The system of grading the straw according to
length only is wrong, as the quality is more important for a regular
retting. Every quality of straw needs its own retting system and retting
time. A good quality requires a longer retting time than a bad quality
and a different speed at the scutching turbine. Therefore the following
classification system has been proposed :
longer than 80 cm mostly medium quality
65-80 cm good quality
65-8O cm medium quality
50-65 cm good quality
50-65 cm medium quality
under 50 cm bad quality
These six classes should be stored separately and each class should be
put in one retting tank. The sheaves have to be properly tied and during
the classification the most noxious weeds have to be eliminated.
The retting tank should be filled carefully and regularly. Therefore
the sheaves have to be put in properly, overlapping each other vertically
in two or three layers with the butt or the top of the sheaves up and
down in alternate layers. The walls of the retting tank have to be made
of good insulating material with a smooth surface. The sheaves should
never be laid down flat, because this hampers the water circulation. The
straw/water ratio has to be fixed between 1:10 and 1 : 13. With too
much straw there is the risk of souring the water and a longer retting
time; too much water makes the fibre less waxy.
The more carefully the flax straw is stored in the tank, the greater the
content and the less the loss through waste.
Uniform water circulation, regular control of temperature and state of
retting is necessary to finish the retting at the exact time.
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As already mentioned in the first report the duration of the retting can
be divided in three periods, namely :
a. period of leaching
b. period of development of the retting bacteria
c. period of main retting.
The leaching period for the removal of the dirty retting mud depends Qn the
temperature of. the water and therefore it lasts
at about 18 °C about 12 hours
22 °C

8 hours

2k °C

6 hours

26 °C and higher about U hours.
These periods are only an indication, but if the water gets brown with a
layer of foam the leaching period is finished and the water has to be
refreshed. This refreshing can be done partly if the quality of straw is
rather bad and completely if the straw is of a good quality.
For the development period the water in the tank must be 32-35 °C and
during this period the water does not have to be refreshed any more. The
development period takes about 12-1^ hours and then the period of main
retting starts. Depending on straw quality and temperature of the water
the main retting period takes 3 to 6 days. Straw of a good quality takes
more time to ret than straw of a bad quality (see also pages 16 and 17 of
the first report, April-May 19^7)•
The end of the retting can be checked with the slide-test, that is to say
whether a fibre bundle can easily be removed from the wooden pitch. This
check is very important and it takes a lot of experience to control the
progress of the retting. A good development of the retting process is the
most important part of the flax processing system and a guarantee for the
best fibre quality.
The retting depends also on the quality of the water. The chemical
compounds should not be in excess of the following percentages, viz.
lime content (CaO) max.150 mg/litre, iron (Fe) max.25 mg/litre and
chlorine (Cl) max.500 mg/litre. A regular check of the quality of the water
is to be recommended.
Filling, draining and .discharging of the retting tank have to be doné
äarefully to prevent loss through waste.
The normal drying system for the retted straw in Egypt is to put the
sheaves in "wigwams" in the open air.
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It takes 2 to 3 days for a complete drying "but there is no risk of rain
or strong winds as in Western Europe. However the workmanship of the
drying system in Egypt is not faultless. First of all the wigwams have
to be more vertical and not in too "big "bundles as these result in warped
straw, and give difficulties during the scutching.
Secondly the wigwams have to be turned once to dry the inside, to prevent
the tangling of stems, to promote bleaching and to get a more uniform
drying. Tangled stems cannot be scutched in the right way and are
detrimental to fibre quality.
Finally the dried retted straw has to be stored in separate barns
according to quality, because if it is exposed to the sun for too long
the quality deteriorates and the moisture content of the straw becomes
too low. A moisture content of 15 % is the most suitable for a good
scutching. All these treatments are to ensure that the retted flax straw
is in optimum condition for scutching. For effective scutching the dried
and retted flax stems have to be well spread and regular distributed
to feed the divider of the turbine. A good working divider is essential
to arrive at an optimum scutching result.
It is very important that the speed of the conveyor belt and of the drums
can be easily regulated according to the quality of the flax straw.
In both factories, which were visited the speed of the conveyor belt and
of the drums was too high, resulting :n more tow and lees long fibre.
Scutching trials proved that a lower speed of convenor belt and drums
resulted in higher percentages of long fibre and less tow.
The scutching turbine has to be cleaned from time to time and must work
smoothly. A too high capacity is usually detrimental to quality and long
fibre percentage. For every lot of retted flax the speed has to be
adjusted according to the quality of the straw. It is the experience,
control and judgment of the chief of the scutching department that
govern the best results. The flax fibre and tow for delivery to the
spinning mills and for export is prepared and handled correctly.
Grading, preparing the handful and not making too big bundles is done in
an experienced way. It is important to store the long fibre in a cool
humid room to arrive at a moisture content of about 11 %, so that the
fibre looks and feels, glossy and soft.
Besides the turbine scutching hand scutching on Flemish mills is also
done at all the factories we visited.
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This hand scutching can be used in two systems :
a. complete hand scutching of the retted straw
b. hand scutching of long fibre and tow after the turbine scutching to
clean the fibre and to improve the quality
Though the labourers know their job the adjustment of the Flemish mills
was not up-to-date. Several mills have to be readjusted and the staff
members have been informed about the deviations. For a good understanding
some principles will be explained (see also Fig. 1).
a. for low qualities the tops of the scutching scoops have a space of 1 cm
at the front of the board and 3 cm at the back.
b. if the Flemish mill pulls too much then the board has to be moved
upwards at the back.
c. if the Flemish mill pushes too much, then the board should be moved
upwards at the front.
d. the opening of the board must be level with the centre axle of the
mill
e. the scutching scoops must have a reach of 36 cm.
Only an accurate adjustment of the Flemish mills can give good work.
The labourers and especially the staff-members willingly follow
instructions to improve quality and efficiency of the retting and
scutching of the flax straw.
Grading of the flax straw, drying of the retted flax and the right
adjustment of the scutching turbines are still the main problems. The
operation of the Flemish mills also needs careful attention. The van
Steenkiste machines are to be preferred to the van Houwaert tow scutching
machines. For the handling of the scutched long fibre, small boxes for
the handfuls should be available.
The factories which we visited during our stay to study the processing
of flax were :
1. The Tanta Flax and Oil factory at Tanta, annual production 25-000
tons of deseeded flax straw and 21-25.000 tons of long fibre '
2 . The Kirateen Flax and Oil factory at Imbaba Cairo, annual production
5-6 thousand tons of deseeded straw and 500-600 tons long fibre.
3. The El-Wadi factory near Mansourah, annual production 2500
deseeded straw and 230-260 tons long fibre.

tons

FI G. 1

Outline of a drawing of a Flemish mill

t 66 cm.

During our visits, we noticed a lot of tow and shives on the ground
around the factories. This constitutes a dangerous fire hazard. Perhaps
the application of a modified Ciba Geigy Pyrovatex process will reduce
the risk of fire.
There are many small mills, which only use Flemish mills like at the
El-Wadi factory. As the member of skilled labourers in the neighbourhood
of Mansourah is decreasing, it would be profitable to install a new
Depoortere scutching turbine from Belgium in this factory, especially
as quality and fibre content of the flax grown in this region is better
than the flax processed in the Tanta and Kirarteen factory.

%

C H A P T E R

III

THE PRODUCTION OF SOWING SEED
As already mentioned in former reports the production of sowing seed of a
good quality is fundamental for a good crop. Normally the production
starts with breeders' seed, which is multiplied to foundation seed to
arrive finally at certified seed for the farmer. To keep the variety pure
the plants for the production of breeders' seed have to be severely con
trolled on pure strains and every aberrant plant has to be eliminated.
This is a responsible job, which needs experience and knowledge and takes
a lot of time. The seed bolls have to be threshed carefully to prevent
mixing. Moreover the plots grown for breeders' and foundation seed has to
be separated from the fields for fibre production to prevent cross
polination and mixing with other varieties.
The seed inspection service must control that the certified seed is of
the highest quality.
Besides the purity, the sowing seed has to be free of weed seeds. A
sample of Egyptian certified seed, analysed at the Dutch Seed Testing
Station showed a too high percentage of weed seeds (Ipomoea and Cruciferae)
according to the standard of the General Netherlands Inspection Service
(N.A.K.).
Several cleaning machines with different sieves} for wind cleaning and
gravity separator are available to guarantee certified seed without weed
seeds. Several seeds had been cracked by threshing, which shows that
threshing has to be done in another more careful way.
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C H A P T E R

IV.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD PRICES FOR DIFFERENT KINDS OF FLAX FIBRES
It is very difficult to predict exactly the development of the prices for
flax products at the world market in Courtray although it mainly depends
on the balance of supply and demand and on the quality of the fibre in a
certain year. A calculation about the stocks gives the following summary :
Consumption

Production year 1 July 19T3-30 June 197*+
Stock

8U.000 tens fibre

E.E.C.

97-580 tons

flax crop '73

81.000

"

exports

28.085

"

imports

28.106

"

final stock '7^

67. *+*+1

11

total

193.106 tons

total

193.106 tons
Consumption

Production year 1 July 197*+-30 June 1975
Stock '7*+

67.UU1 tons

E.E.C.

97.58O tons

flax crop '7*+

84.000

"

exports

28.085

"

imports

28.106

"

final stock »75

53-882

"

total

179.657 tons

total

179-5^9 tons

Although the stock of fibre will decrease the recession in the cotton and
wool sector has also unfavourably influenced the prices for flax on the
Courtray Market as presented in Table 2.
It is rather difficult to predict the development of the flax market, but
the

relation between demand and supply is favourable for a stabilization

of the prices for flax products.
The general -feeling among the various Sections attending the 25th Annual
Congress of the Confederation Internationale du Lin et du Chanvre
(CILC)in October 197*+ at Bruges was one of confidence, that the year 1975
would show a better picture for linen than 197^+ The flax areas grown in Western-Europe during the last years is inserted
in Table 3-
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TABLE 2. Average prices for flax products on the Courtray--market Belgium
in ct/kg ^ ^
Aug.
»69

Aug.
'70

Aug.
'71

Aug.
»72

Aug.
'73

Aug.
'7b

Dec.
f7U

Febr.
'75

20

not deseeded flax straw
low quality

18

-

10

-

21

23

23

medium quality

22

27

22

22

27

30

27

first quality

26

36

29

27

33

36

35

25

seed for oil purposes

U6

h3

37.

39

105

108

105

70

6

9

8

2

8

6

7

1+

broken flax

91

112

109

9b

112

138

133

137

low quality

1^5

185

169

17U

207

258

207

200

medium quality

16?

203

181

192

228

269

252

217

first quality

181

221

196

21U

21+7

283

280

2U5

turbine broken flax

131

156

156

163

199

21*8

217

196

low quality

181

207

210

199

261

317

291

256

medium quality

210

257

239

236

290

3^8

333

280

good quality

239

29 b

265

272

323

386

392

312

first quality

-

-

297

305

366

Uil

H55

b20

not cleaned tow

Uo

5U

bb

36

36

36

35

38

cleaned tow

80

96

91

82

90

100

98

105

shives

13

15

11

10

11

13

12

11

seed capsules
scutched long fibre
dewretted

waterretted

source : Belgische Viasberichten, compiled by H. Timmers, IBVL, Wageningen.

1)

1 E.£ = ƒ 6,90 (Dutch guilders, official rate of exchange).

-ITTABLE 3. Areas under flax in Western Europe
1972

1973

197U

1975

Belgium

80U8 ha.

66UU ha.

9066 ha.

estimation

the Netherlands

6086

U96O

7379

3822U

35870

in 726

France
Total

52358 ha. U7U7U ha. 59171 ha.

65.000 ha.

The total area sown with flax increased from 1+7-^7^ hectares in 1973 to
59.171 hectares in 197^,in 1975 this area should increase still more to
guarantee sufficient fibre raw material for the spinning mills. As
already mentioned in our last report (page 8) every year the E.E;C.
Committee for flax proposes to the Council a subsidy for growers to
keep the total area under flax in Western Europe in balance with the
demand for fibre flax. The subsidy for 1975 has been increased from
ƒ 550,^0 to ƒ 630,3*+ per hectare (8.000 kg) flax straw and from ƒ 3^,**0
to ƒ 1+0,20 for every 100 kg certified seed. However the CILC and farmer's
organizations are asking for ƒ 716,55 and ƒ 70,93 respectively, because
of increasing production costs. The farmer is only willing to grow flax
if his net return per hectare conforms with other crops. Moreover he
likes to grow flax for his crop rotation but the lack of skilled labourers
forces him to mechanize the harvesting and the transport of his crop.
In Graph I the frequent fluctuations in the total area under flax in the
Netherlands have been reproduced to show how rapidly it can change from
year to year.

C H A P T E R

V.

RESEARCH PRIORITIES IN AGRICULTURE IN EGYPT
During our last visit we got the impression that applied research on
growing and processing flax was neglected. Most of the agricultural
scientists prefer fundamental research. Hence the extension officers
lack information about the results of trials on rate of sowing, variety
research, dosage of fertilizers, weed control, prevention of lodging,
system and time of harvesting.
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The results of such trials in Western Europe support the extension
service in their advice to the farmers and are indispensable. There is
a need for greatly improved services and new approaches at the national
level to speed up the application of research results by the farmers.
r
. . .
Readjusment öf research priorities may then be found necessary which also
may lead to readjustment of research staff and extension service. Both
have to look at farms and villages as a whole and must have enough
education, experience and information to handle the last, vital step at
farmers' level. Experienced senior staff members have to help younger
staff members to overcome their pre-conditioned threshold fear of the
countryside. Finally it may lead to a shift in research to help overcome
snags in rural organization to enable the farmers together to make use
of research results. International collaboration with the existing Working
Group for agricultural and technological research on fibre flax in
Western Europe is strongly recommended.

C H A P T E R

VI.

THE USE OF FERTILE CLAYEY SOILS ALONG THE NILE FOR BREAKYARDS
Travelling by car from Cairo to the barrage along the Nile, we saw many
brick yards. Though it is very profitable for this industry to use the
upper clayey layer of the soils for brick making it reduces the fertility
of the soil for the farmer. Moreover the mud deposited by the River Nile
has decreased since the construction of the High Dam and the fertility
will never be restored by new fresh sidement.
Although the interests of the brick industry have to be weighed against
these of the farmers, the latter are at the moment in a bad position to
get the maximum yield from their crops.
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C H A P T E R

VII.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GROWING SISAL IN EGYPT
The Canal Rope Co. with their headoffice in Cairo and the factory in Port
Said produces all kinds of ropes. The raw material is imported as sisal
fibre from East Africa. The sisal fibre has to be shipped sind the costs
for transport are rather high. Soil and climate in Egypt look suitable
to grow sisal and a feasibility study of the cultivation of sisal in
Egypt would be justified. A Netherlands Company H.V.A. International
N.V., Amsterdam has much experience in growing sisal in the Tropics.
Their experience in management of sisal plantations could be used to
introduce the growing of sisal in Egypt, if the Company finds it
profitable. It is up to the Canal Rope Co. to contact the H.V.A.
International to discuss the possibilities about a joint venture.

C H A P T E R

VIII.

POSSIBILITIES ABOUT GROWING SUGAR BEET IN THE NORTHERN TAHREER PROVINCE
For several years Director Azmy Iskander of the Noubaria Research
Station has been testing several new sugar-beet selections in variety
trials in the Noubaria sector of the Northern Tahreer Province. For
some Netherlands sugar-beet selections the results of these trials were
rather promising. Also Dr. Abdel Hakim Elgharbawy, Head of the Sugar
Crop Section of the Field Crops Institute in Giza was very interested to
continue with the best yielding selections. It appears that sugar-beet
can be grown during the winter but also in summer if it is possible
to control the cottonworm pest. The average yield in the trials was 1520 tons sugar-beet per feddan and a sugar content of 12-19 %- A
Netherlands Breeding and Seed Co. is also very keen to continue with the
sugar-beet experiments in collaboration with the people responsible in
Egypt. If the results are successful the construction of a sugar-beet
factory could be considered at a later stage because a large area for
growing sugar-beet is available in Noubariah. A further contact between
the parties concerned is recommended.
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C H A P T E R

IX.

THRESHING RICE WITH A SMALL TRANSPORTABLE MACHINE
Thanks to the increasing possibilities for irrigation the area under rice
has been considerably extended in the last years. After the harvesting
the paddy is still threshed in a rather primitive way. In Wageningen the
Construction Company A.J. Vogelenzang at Andelst in collaboration with
the Department of Agricultural Engineering at Wageningen has developed a
small transportable machine for threshing rice. The disc threshing machine
Votex Apollo has already proved valueable for rice growing countries. The
advantage are : easily transportable, no tangling, a much quicker
throughput, no reciprocating parts, a smaller unit with the same capacity.
It would be useful to introduce some of these machines, which have been
specially designed for developing countries. Dr. S. Desouki, deputy
Director of the Field Crops Research Institute at Giza is interested in
this machine.

C H A P T E R

X.

EXPORT OF PRODUCTS PRODUCED IN EGYPT
During recent years the Egyptian Government has been trying to find a
market for the products produced in Egypt in Western Europe. It is certain
that besides cotton there will be interest for example for citrus fruits,
all kind of tropical fruit juices and flax products.
For this purpose A Centre for the Promotion of Imports from Developing
countries has been established in Rotterdam (P.O. Box 30009). A leaflet
with all information about possibilities is available on request at the
Netherlands Embassy in Cairo.
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C H A P T E R

XI.

THE MOVEMENT OF PRICES ON THE WORLD MARKET FOR NATURAL TEXTURE FIBRES
After a boom in the world market prices for cotton and wool, which started
in the middle of 1973 and relatively less fluctuations for jute, the chan
ges in prices for scutched long fibre for flax were less spectacular (see
Graph 2 and 3). But for all these fibres the world market prices at the
beginning of 1975 started at a lower level (see also Chapter k) which was
especially for cotton and wool rather remarkable.
The percentages of the consumption of the different textile fibres can be
quoted from Table k.
TABLE 4. World consumption textile fibres in percentages and production
in tons

cotton

1970

1972

1970

1972

52

b9.3

291*0291+

3060I+7I

wool

7-5

7.1

flax

3.3

3.1

cellulose fibres

15.-

14.-

synthetic fibres

22.-

26.3

0.2

0.2

natural silk

-

693907

-

635550

The total world consumption of flax can be calculated at a constant level
of about 700,000 tons a year corresponding with annual production.
The remarkable increase, in the use of synthetic fibres will recede in the
coming years. The growing problems about energy and environment will
promote the use of natural fibres at the cost of the synthetic fibres.
However the use of a special kind of fibre depends for an important part
on the promotion of the product and whether the tissues will be accepted
by the consumers.
At present there are two new spinning systems viz. the open-end spinning
and the twisted spinning.
For the open-end spinning the long technical flax fibre has to be
cotonised in the elementary short fibre after which this short fibre can
be spun on the cotton-spinning machines or.as a blend with cotton.

I
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The twistless spinning system is specially developed for the long tech
nical fibre and can be spun as a weft or for the manufacture of flax
polyester blends.
As already mentioned it depends on the promotion and thé consumers' demand
in which form the flax fibre can be sold most profitably. Present-day
interest in environmental and pollution problems may also stimulate the
consumption of flax fibre as natural fibre, produced by the "V.I.T.N.O.vlas"system. (see next chapter).
With these facts in mind it will be of interest to the research people
to consider both the technical and the economic problems. An incontestable
fact is that less attention has been paid to the development of spinning
long flax fibre compared with that of spinning cotton and synthetic fibres.

C H A P T E R

XII.

THE TRADITIONAL WARM WATER RETTING METHOD VERSUS GREEN SCUTCHING
The traditional warm water retting produces polluted water which can be
calculated at 550 inhabitants-equivalents per day per one ton of proces
sed flax fibre. Free disposal of polluted water from the rettig tanks is
no longer allowed in several countries and for the disposal the factory
ha^e to pay a rather high fee for every cubic meter of retting water.
Though it is possible to clean the polluted water by a special cleaning
installation, called "Caroussel", the investments for the construction of
such an installation are rather high (20 dutch guilders per one
inhabitant-equivalent).
Moreover the transport of sheaves of retted flax straw is a dirty and
unattractive occupation and it will be more and more difficult to find
the skilled labourers for this job in Western Europe.
These are the motives, that the Fibre Institute T.N.0. at Delft in
Holland has developed in the last five years a fibre extraction method
called "V.l.T.N.0.-vlas".
This system consists of deseeding and decorticating of the green flax
straw, followed by hackling, worked up to a sliver and degummed and
bleached on bobbins and finally spun.while still wet by the new
"twistless" spinning system.

GRAPH.2

Ct/kg.

ct/kg.

MOVEMENT

OF PRICES IN DUTCH CENTS /KG.

JUTE

AVERAGE QUALITY SCUTCHED LONG FIBRE WARM

GRAPH. 3

AVERAGE QUOTATIONS FOR THREE STANDARD
QUALITIES OF OIL-COMBED TOPS , PENCE /KG
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This twistless spinning system is 10 times as fast as the traditional
ring-spin system, gives less breakages of the yarn and the yarns are for
use as weft stronger and much cheaper in price than the traditional spun
yarns. Blends from flax and polyester, are treated specially to improve
crease recovery and easy care properties.
A screening of the whole system by an independent exp^ert designated by
the CILC and preliminary commercial evaluation of the spinning system in
France were satisfying. The follow-up now depends on the decision, which
country or company will pay the investments to bring this new system into
practice.
Finally a lot of research is in progress to find new outlets for flax
fibre and tow to increase the demand for flax fibre.

C H A P T E R

XIII.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMANDATIONS
Conditions in Egypt are favourable for increasing yield and quality of
flax straw. For the processing of flax straw several ways to improve
quality and quantity of the long fibre produced have been proposed.
However more time is needed than available during the last visit to
obtain clearly demonstratable results. For the second phase technical
assistance could be provided in a number of fields.
For instance assistance could be supplied by providing the services of
short-term specialists for the purpose of :
a. assisting the farmers in general improvement of the growing methods
of fibre flax
b. assisting staff members of the flax factories in improving the
processing of fibre flax
c. introducing mechanization for growing and processing flax
d. organizing the supply of improved certified seed to the farmers by
promoting the production of breeders and foundation seed.
The Department of International Technical Assistance of the Netherlands
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is willing to supply specialists at the
request of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Egyptian Government.
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